Quantum, unified.

The workflow based, modular toolset for applied quantum computing.
Don’t pick one framework: 
Orchestrate across them all

Orquestra unifies quantum software libraries and hardware back ends in one modular, workflow based toolset.

Plug and play software and hardware
Leverage quantum and quantum-inspired libraries in optimization, chemistry and ML. Run on a full range of quantum simulators, quantum devices and HPC to run hybrid quantum-classical workflows at scale.

Accelerate experiments
Automate data processing and management. Reproduce, parallelize collaborate at scale. Eliminate conflicting dependencies.

De-risk your enterprise toolset:
Scalable, secure, flexible tools and infrastructure to enable quantum work in the enterprise.
Example Use Cases for the Enterprise

Orquestra was built to tackle Machine Learning, Optimization, and Simulation & Modeling problems across industries such as Finance, Materials, Pharmaceuticals, Healthcare, Telecom, Logistics, Aerospace & Automotive, and Media.

**FINANCE**

**Solution**
Accelerated sampling for more efficient exotic derivative pricing, valuation adjustments, risk analysis/stress testing (for CCAR and Dodd-Frank compliance).

**Approach**
Improved efficiency of models for asset value fluctuation through quantum techniques that accelerate sampling from probability distribution.

**LOGISTICS**

**Solution**
Improving the gross service capacity of logistic systems for maximizing distribution and sales.

**Approach**
Analysis of complex delivery systems to uncover valuable opportunities for process and operational improvement.

**PHARMACEUTICALS**

**Solution**
Promoting drug discovery by simulating the quantum mechanical behavior of electrons in the critical regions of a chemical interaction.

**Approach**
More accurate approach to computing the binding energy of small molecular drugs to protein targets to increase the accuracy of binding energy simulations.

**MATERIALS**

**Solution**
Materials discovery for Li-ion batteries through more accurate modeling.

**Approach**
Acceleration of high-throughput screening of electrolyte additives for high-voltage Li-ion batteries, with the goal of improving the energy density of batteries.
# The Unified Quantum Toolset, Ready for Enterprise Scale

## Plug’n play components

Orquestra’s workflow approach doesn’t replace SDKs and languages, it automates their management.

- Leverage Zapata’s proprietary components and algorithms.
- Swap in new quantum hardware as it becomes available.
- Work at a high-level abstraction across backends while also leveraging low-level features.

## Get more scale

Orquestra deals with scaling compute resources to match your problem so you don’t have to.

- Deploy and re-run across backends.
- Scale up and parallelize via containerization.
- Go beyond toy problems and notebooks.

## Automate data

Orquestra automatically aggregates and collates data into JSON files.

- Pull results into your favorite analysis tool seamlessly.
- Share data and workflows with teammates easily.
- Find errors faster by viewing data produced at each step in the workflow.
Zapata Computing, Inc. is the quantum software company empowering enterprise teams to accelerate quantum solutions and capabilities.

Zapata Computing, Inc. is the quantum software company empowering enterprise teams to accelerate quantum solutions and capabilities. With its introduction of Orquestra, the first and only end-to-end, workflow-based toolset for quantum computing, Zapata is spearheading a new quantum development paradigm. Built on interoperable, extensible and modular classical-to-quantum software and hardware frameworks, Orquestra enables teams to compose, run and analyze complex, quantum-enabled workflows™ and solve challenging classical computational problems at scale. Orquestra is purpose-built for quantum machine learning, optimization and simulation problems across industries.

Working in close collaboration across the quantum ecosystem, including partnerships with Amazon, Google, Honeywell, IBM, Microsoft, Rigetti and others, Zapata is backed by Ahren Innovation Capital, Alumni Ventures Group, BASF Venture Capital, Comcast Ventures, Honeywell Ventures, ITOCHU Corporation, Merck Global Health Innovation Fund, Pillar VC, PItango Venture Capital, Prelude Ventures, Robert Bosch Venture Capital, The Engine and others.